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Abstract 

 

This research was conducted to answer the problems of researchers for finding publication or 

papers that suitable with their topics. In this research was developed software for searching 

abstract keyword using Knuth Morris Pratt algorithm to answer the problems of researchers. 
Waterfall model used to develop abstract keywords searching software as tools development that 

has five phases, namely communication, planning, modeling, construction and deployment. The 

software was developed can display search results effectively and efficiently according to the 

enter search keywords, it can see while search results are shown is in case sensitive. The software 
is also tested; the testing process is conducted by functional observation with black box testing 

approach, Observation results while testing is conducted show the software running suitable with 

expected or 100% same with entered keyword, so worthy to be used as one of the tools of 
researchers searching articles.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Publication or scientific writing is the work of a scientist (who is the result of 

development) who wants to develop the science, technology and art gained through 

bibliography, collection of experiences, and previous knowledge of others. Publication 

or articles: scientific attitude statement of researchers. The purpose of publication: so 

that the author's ideas can be learned, then supported or rejected by the reader. The 

function of scientific papers is as a means to develop science, technology, and art [1]. 

Currently at any higher education both universities, high schools and colleges of higher 

learning all do research to produce publications of either journals, proceedings or other 

research results. Each researcher read each other's publication results to be used as a 

reference in doing research. Publication has an abstract as a short article which contains 

a brief overview of research activities and activities. Abstracts are usually placed at the 

beginning of a publication or research report as a prefix information for the readers. 
 

In the process of searching for the publication of a researcher, both students and 

lecturers often have trouble finding articles of publication that suitable with their needs. 

researcher searches the publication on journal systems as well as in search engines. The 

difficulty is usually due to the less accurate search results in displaying the results. It 

condition because of a lot of publication are displayed not in accordance with the 

keywords sought, So researchers waste a lot of time for searching relevant publication 

that match what they want. To facilitate the process of publication search it is necessary 

to apply effective and efficient search techniques. One search technique that is suitable 
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for string search is Knuth Morris Pratt (KMP) algorithm. Step of KMP algorithm works 

starts by matching the pattern at the beginning of the text. From left to right, this 

algorithm will match the characters per character pattern with characters in the 

corresponding text, until one of the conditions is met [2]. The use of KMP algorithm in 

the process of searching the keyword abstract publication will greatly help the 

researchers because the search process and search results are displayed in accordance 

with what is desired. Because of the KMP algorithm, keep of the information used to 

perform the number of shifts in the search process and use that information to make a 

further shift, not just one character [3].  

 

To test and know whether KMP algorithm can search effectively and efficiently then 

in this research conducted implementation of KMP algorithm in process of searching 

keyword of abstract publication. The implementation process is conducted by 

translating the KMP algorithm into the software. The KMP algorithm is one of the most 

efficient algorithms in searching [4]. So the KMP algorithm is very compatible with 

any string search type [5]. Beside of that condition KMP Searching algorithms in 

computer science are used in many applications and their complexity analysis is 

important. More crucially, reducing the computation time heals the success of the 

application itself especially in the big data [6]. 
 

 

2. METHODS 

 

2.1. Research Method 

 

The research method used in this research is using descriptive research method. 

Descriptive research method is one of the many research methods used in research that 

aims to explain an event. Descriptive study is a study that aims to provide or describe 

a state or phenomenon that occurs today by using scientific procedures to answer the 

problem actually [7]. 

 

2.2. Development Method 

 

In the process of implementing KMP algorithm in publication search then the 

development method used is waterfall, waterfall is a classical model that is systematic, 

sequential in building software. Phases in the waterfall model [8] as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Waterfall Model [8] 

 

a. Communication, This step is an analysis of the needs of the software, and the stage 

to hold data collection by meeting with customers, or collect additional data either 

in journals, articles, or from the internet. 
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b. Planning, planning process is a continuation of communication process (analysis 

requirement). This stage will generate user requirement document or can be said 

as data related to user desire in making software, including scope, cost and time. 

c. Modeling, the modeling process will translate the requirement to a predictable 

software design before coding. This process focuses on the design of data 

structures, software architectures, interface representations, and procedural 

(algorithmic) details. 

b. Construction, Construction is the process of coding. Coding is a translation of 

design in a language that can be recognized by a computer. The programmer will 

translate the transaction requested by the user. This stage is a real step in working 

on software, meaning that the use of computers will be maximized in this stage. 

After the coding is complete it will be testing the system that has been made 

earlier. The purpose of testing is to find errors on the system for later repair. 

c. Deployment, Deployment is the final stage in software development. After the 

analysis, design and coding process the ready-to-use system will be used by the 

user and subsequent periodic maintenance of the software is performed. 

 

2.3 Testing Method and Data 

 

Testing is one of the processes in software development. Testing aims to see how 

software works. To do the testing used black box testing as a test method. Black Box 

Testing is a testing technique without reference to the internal structure of the software. 

In Black Box Testing does not require an expert in the field of programming when 

performing testing [9]. In the process of testing software for searching abstract keyword 

using Knuth Morris Pratt data algorithm used sourced from existing research data on 

if.binadarma.ac.id/sipi can be seen in Figure 2. But the data can be sourced from 

different places such as the online journal system or other indexed journals. 

 

 

Figure 2. Sample of Data Source 
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3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

Search software is software that can be used specifically to search publication either 

journal, proceedings or other research result. This software was developed to answer 

the problems that occur in researchers in search of publications as a research reference. 

The software has the main features of publishing searches either journals, proceedings 

or other research based on titles, abstracts and abstract keywords. The software has 

been developed using waterfall model with five (5) development phase i.e. 

communication, planning, modeling, construction and deployment. Searching process 

performed on the software can be seen in Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3. Searching Form  

 

To perform a publication search according to the keywords entered as shown in Figure 

3; the Knuth Morris pretty algorithm is used as a tool in the search process that has been 

translated into the programming code as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Translation of KMP Algorithm to Code 

 

In the search process as shown in Figure 4 the Knuth Morris Pratt algorithm is called 

to perform the search process. The steps that the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm 

performs when matching the process as follows:  

a. The Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm begins to match the pattern at the beginning of 

the text. From left to right, this algorithm will match characters per character 

pattern with characters in the corresponding text, until one of the following 

conditions is met:  

i. The characters in the pattern and in the text that are mismatch.  

ii. All characters in the pattern match. Then the algorithm will notify the 

invention in this position.  

b. The algorithm then shifts the pattern by string, then repeats step 2 until the pattern 

is at the end of the text.   

The KMP algorithm finds all occurrences of a pattern of length n in the text of length 

m with the time complexity of O (m + n). KMP algorithm requires only O (n) space of 

internal memory if text is read from external file. All O quantities do not depend on the 

size of the alphabet space. To clarify the process in the KMP Algorithm when 

performing the search process can be seen in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Pseudo-code KMP Algorithms [10] 

 

The steps of Knuth Morris Pratt algorithm can be illustrated as shown in Figure 6 based 

on pseudocode in figure 5. In the simulation process it can be seen that the search is 

done starting from string to 0 up to string to n. Provided that a fixed search is performed 

if the mismatch condition is up to string n. 
 

 
Figure 6. Finite Automata KMP Algorithm [11] 

 

After the search is done then the software will display search results based on keyword 

entered. The search results are case sensitive (100%) exactly same with keywords or 

the algorithm distinguishes between uppercase and lowercase, So the search results 

shown are exactly the same as the keywords as shown in Figure 7.  

 

 
Figure 7. Search Result 
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To ensure that the software has been developed properly functionally it is necessary to 

test using black box testing with the test plan as in Table 1. 

Table 1. Testing Plane 

No Component Testing Type 

1 Search Article Black Box 

2 Favorite Article Black Box 
 

From the test plan as in Table 1, the test results can be seen in Table 2 

 

Table 2. Testing Result 

No Component Expectation Result 

1 Search Article Software can perform 

searches based on the 

keywords entered 

Software is capable 

of displaying search 

results based on 

100% keywords 

2 Favorite Article Software can make 

the favorite article of 

the search results 

based on user action 

Software is able to 

make the favorite 

article search results 

based on user action 

 

From the test results as in Table 2 can be said that the software using Knuth Morris 

Pratt algorithm running as expected (100% working as expected) and can serve as a 

tool for researchers in searching for the publication of both journals, proceedings and 

research reports. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

The Knuth Morris Pratt algorithm can perform an abstract keyword search effectively 

and efficiently proven when the search process displays the results based on the 

keyword is case sensitive (100% same with entered keyword), so it can be used as a 

tool by researchers in finding publications such as journals, proceedings or research 

report. The software has also been developed with a waterfall model and performed 

black box testing with the test results show the functional software running well as 

expected. 
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